
 
Closing Ceremony- Satyan Innovation Fest 

 

The Satyan Innovation Fest (SIF 3.0) culminated with a magnificent Closing Ceremony at the Mittal Auditorium 

of Sat Paul Mittal School on 13th May 2023. The event was designed for schools and students passionate about 

innovation, entrepreneurship and creative problem solving. By providing stimulating environment to young 

minds to unleash their creativity and come up with groundbreaking ideas, workshops and sessions were 

deliberated to enable the participants to gain practical skills in areas such as coding, design thinking, marketing 

and entrepreneurship. Steered by Maha Mentors, the participants showcased their innovative ideas to compete 

for the exciting prizes. The Satyan Innovation Fest was powered by Whizrobo Private Ltd. 

The event was graced by Mr. Evo Hannan, Founder, Innovator X as the Chief Guest. The function was also graced 

by Shri Bipin Gupta, Vice Chairman, Governing Council, Sat Paul Mittal School, Ms Bhupinder Gogia, Principal, 

Sat Paul Mittal School, members of the Governing Council, members of the PSC, members of the Academic 

Advisory Council and several other dignitaries from different walks of life. Speaking on the occasion, Mr. Evo 

Hannan emphasised that the wider engagement of the communities across the discipline is a primary requisite 

to understand real societal issues. The need of the hour is urgent scientific interventions and the exchange of 

ideas among the students, researchers and entrepreneurs.  

It was truly a sight to see young minds inspired to bring about the change, lay the groundwork for their own 

businesses, study, innovate, and improve the world of the future. BCM Arya Model Senior Secondary School, 

Shastri Nagar, DAV Public School and Satya Bharti Adarsh Senior Secondary School, Fattubhila were awarded 

with the First, Second and Third prizes, respectively. The cash prize of Rs. 21,000 was given to the first prize 

winning team, Rs. 11,000 to the second prize winning team and Rs. 5100 to the third prize winning team. Kundan 

Vidya Mandir School was given away the Best Start up Award. Best Video and Best Innovative Prototype Awards 

were bestowed upon the teams of Learning Paths School and Strawberry Fields High School, respectively. The 

guests were also accorded the Mementos and the Souvenir as a token of appreciation.  

The closing video gave an insight into the carefully chosen agendas focusing on spreading technical knowledge 

and suffusing enthusiasm in the minds of the students to develop technology for a sustainable life. With the 

promise of another exciting experience next year, the function culminated with the National Anthem. 


